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fiHCCeH n., MHxaiinoa l1.H., Ha3MKTnHHOB P.r., 
Hepno-DoMopcKa B., DoMopcKH K., Ca¢apoa P.X. E4 - ll37l 

Pac'!eT IIH3KOneJKaU(I!X KOnneKTHBHhiX B036yJKnemtll nng 168yb 
npH 60nhWHX yrnOBbiX MOMeHT8X 

Pacc'!HTaHa 3HeprHSI B036yJKneuHSI HKlK8I1wHx cocToSIHIIll c He'leTHhiMH 
lcnaHaMH (I) B Sinpe 168 Yb B paMKax Monenn, npenno>KeHHOii paHee neyMSI 
H3 8BTOpOB lYi.M. H fl.H.). )3TO CeMeiiCTBO COCTOSIHI!H TeCHO CBst3aHO C 

lcocTOSIHRstMII y -BH6paiiKOHI!Oi'I nonoChi npK ManbiX I H c onHo¢oHOHHhiMH 
lnpeueccHOHHhiMH a036y>KneHHSIMH, Korna I>> o. 

Pa6oTa BbmonaeHa B lla6opaTOpHH TeopeTH'IeCKoii <jlH3HKH OYIHYI. 

npeOpRHT 06bellKHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa gnepHbiX HCCilellOB8HHli. lly6Ha 1978 

Janssen D., Mikha.ilov I.N., Nazmitdinov R.G., E4 · 11371 
Nerlo-Pomorska B., Pomorski K., Safarov R.Kh. 

Calculations of Low-Lying Collective Excitation Energies 
in 168

Yb at High Angular Mo'VeJlta 

The excitation energy of the lowest 1-odd states in 168yb 

is calculated in a wide range of spins (I) by using the microscopic 
model suggested earlier by two of the authors (D.J. and I.M.). This 

·family of states has close relation to the y-vibrational states at 
low spins and to the one-phonon precessional excitations when I 
is large. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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Experimental data and theoretical estimates show 
that the angular momenta of nu4i:lear states whose 
structure may be investi~ted by the y -spectrosc; 
py methods may reach as much as· I cr • 80 + 100 h 7 1 . 
Many interesting effects are predicted theoretically 
in the region of high spins. The changes of a sta
tionary nuclear s~pe with increasing spin was 
studied in refs/f!:-6 . Such investigations predict 
that at I ;:: 20 + 40 most of nuclei lose axial symmetry 
and that the quadrupole deformation parameters t 

and y are complicated functions of spin. The momen
tum distribution of nuclear matter is also expected 
to change with spin leading to formation of yrast 
trapslll and to retardation of the intraba.nd E2-tran
sitionsls/ • 

These theoretical predictions may ·be tested 
studying the spectra of low-lying collective excita
tions at high spins. Mottelson /7/ considered a pos
sibility to find in the nuclear spectra at large I the 
states typical for precessing three-axial bodies. In 
an even-even nucleus the precessional motion is 
expected to generate the states with energies 

E(l,n) = E (I)+ hw{l)·2n yr 

when I is even and 

E(l,n) = E yr(l) + h w (1)-(211 + 1) 

(1.a) 

(1.b) 
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when I is odd. Here E yr(l) is a smooth function of 
I and n = 0,1,2, ... <<1. The energies of yrast states are 
given by (l.a) at n = 0 • The excitation energy of 
the precessional phonon hw(I) is Is/ 

hw(l) =_I [ ~3x- 3yX3 x- 3 z) 
5 X 3y 3 z 

Y:! 
(2) 

where 5 x> 5 Y > 5 z are the three principal inertia 
moments. 

In refs./9,10,11/ the excited states of rotating 
nuclei are treated microscopically by using the 
Hamiltonian H with schematic pairing plus quadru
pole interactions. The techniqu~ of RP .A is used 
for the ... "intrinsic" Hamiltonian H = H - J 2/23 x• 
where J is the angular momentum operator in the 
laboratory frame and the inertia parameter 3x is 
found from the condition that the rotati_s>nal energy 
is excluded from the RPA image of H • For the 
part of the energy Eyr (I) in eqs. (1) the expressions 
analogous to those of the HFB+cranking model are 
obtained in the following form: 

E I = <t/IIHII/J>, 

y'I(I + 1) =' J X 

A 

<t,UIJ X 11/J>, 
(3) 

is a deformed HFB vacuum state with 
the quasiparticle operators a i, a- • The 

and i transform differently when rbtated 

where ~~~> 
respect to 
states i 
through 
pond to 

the angle TT around the x-axis. They corres
the creation operators 

+ i + . 
ai = ~ (A c + ~ c-) 

a a a a a • 

(4) + i + . 
a_ = ~ (A _ c _ + B 1 c ) 

a a a a ' 
a 

4' 

' 

where c;, ca (c.!", c ~) are the creation and dest-
ruc tior~ operator~ lor:, nu~leons in the basic states, 

1 . . . 
and A a 

1 
B!. 1 A!. , B 1 are the Bogolubov trans-

f ti affi'a a orma on coe ctents. 
For the excitation energy of states with the 

symmetry of the one-phonon excitations of ~reces
sional motion an expression is obtained in 10/ 
which is analogous to eq.(2). A simple transforma
tion of eq. (B) in ref.llo/ gives 

A 

hw, = <J:t> [ <5I-5y(w(-}X5I-5z(w(-))) ~ 
(-) 5 ,. <J > 2 

Itf tf I 2 
.Jy(w(-) b z(w (-))+2<J I>S(w{_j+S(w(-) X--2 --w(-)) 

5 I· (5) 
In the Hamiltonian H and in eq.(5) the inertia para
meter 5 I may be found from the equation 

- 2 

5 1 = d E(I) = riD. (6) 
X dJ2 dJ 

tf y ,z 
The explicit expressions for the quantities .J (w (-)) 
and s<w(_)) are given is ref. Ito/ (see eq. (9) in llo~. 

In thts paper we present the results of calcula
tions of the quadrupole deformation parameters, the 
lowest two-quasi-particle excitation energies (E ik , 

Elk ) and also the function hw(_)(I) in eq.(l) at dif
ferent I. The calculations are performed for the iso
tope 168Yb • 

The. qua.siparticl~ en~rgies E i , E T and the vec
tors (A 1 

, B _: ) , (A!. , B 1 
) are determined by diago

nalizinga thea rotatinga Nilsason Hamiltonian plus mono
pole pairing. That is, we solve numerically the equa

tions 

( e - A.)o n·x 0 M- II A~l \A~ - J 
a af3 a a a{3 af3 

~l J <E (-e_+AlB-- .nl-'-8-- a~ ' In: 118_ 
af3 a af3 aa a{3 a (7) a 
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where ea · are the single particle energies corres
ponding to the Nilsson Hamiltonian, A and ~ are 
the chemical potential and the gap parameter and 
n is the angular frequency of rotation ~:"elated to 
the spin by an equation I = yi(I + 1) = <t/IIJxlt/J>. The 
basic states a, ~ are taken as the states in the 
Nilsson potential with the x -axis being the quan
tization axis, assuming .f x Ia> = rna Ia> (N- m a - ~ -

even number) and I~ = Tla> ( T being the yme re
version). The following relations hold /11-13 

i i i i 
A = B , , A:.... = B _ , E = -E _ . 

a a a a i i 
(8) 

The standard parameters for the single particle 
Hamiltonian are used (set " A = 165" in ref. I 14/)and 
the pairing strength [g = (19.2±7.4x N(Z)/A)/A MeV] .. 
Axial and nonaxial deformations are taken into ac
count. All the shells up to N=7 are included in the 
calculations. The summation in HFB equations runs 
over 2v'15·Z(N) lowest quasiparticle states. The 
equilibrium deformation parameters f,y are deter-
mined by minimizing the energy 141 

E(€, y) = ELD+ BE 
strut 

which includes the rotated liquid drop component 
(ELJand the shell-correction BEstrut= EHFc·-Estrut 

The calculations are performed for 10 different va
lues of 0 in the interval from 0.05 to O. 7 MeV. 

The solution to eqs. (3), (5), (6) is. found by 
using the energies Ei and vectors (A~,Bi) in eq.{7) 
calculated at the equilibrium values of f, y , ~ 
and A • The quantity Sx is calculated approximating 
eq. {6) by the formula 

A A 

<J >. -<J >. 1 <J >. s (0,)=-t[ X 1 X I- +~1+1 
X 1 2 

0 1- 0 t-1 °i+l -ni 

A 

- <Jx > i 
---]. (9) 
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Fig.l. The equilibrium quadrupole deformation 
in 168Yb at different spins. The values of spin 
corresponding to the calculated points are in
dicated in the plot. 

Figure 1 shows the equilibrium deformations in 
16Byb for different spins (in the plot the convention 
of ref. I 4/ is used for y ). At 0 5 0.3 MeV these 
results can be compared to the calculations in 
refs/ 4, 13/. All calculations predict similar changes 
with spin in the shape para meters: the nonaxial de
formation developes as is expected in the body 
with the moments of inertia depending on y accord
ing to the hydrodynamic model; some stretching 
takes place for low spins but gives way to the 
opposite tendency at somewhat higher spins. At 

.7 



still higher spins corresponding to 0> 0.3 MeV the 
nonaxiality angle y changes sign showing that the 
inertia properties are close here to those of a ri
gid body. The stretching is quite prominent here 
again. Concerning the description of the energy of 
yrast states shown in Fig.2 one may say that at 

4
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Fig.2. Lowest two-quasiparticle energies E \!l as 
ns of spin and the experimental (1) and cal

culated (2) energies of the yrast states in 
168 

Yb. 

I :S. 12 the agreement between theory and experi
ment is quite good. At larger spins the model 
overestimates the nonadiabatic effects. The calcu
lated moment of inertia () = <.fx>/0 increases much 
faster than derived from the experimental data I 4/ 
Similar results are reported elsewhere (see, e.g., 
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~ 

ref. I 4
•121 ). The lowest two-quasiparticle energies 

E )J2= min{E ik ,E 7"k-l for protons and neutrons lie at 
1 • 

about 1 MeV or htgher at I ~ 20 • The neutron two-
quasiparticle energies remain large at much higher 
spins. No other .regularities are evident for the two
quasiparticle energies when ~=0 • 

In Figure 3 the estimates for the excitation 
energy of the lowest states with odd values of I 
are giv~n (i.e., for the function hw in eq. (1)). The 
solid line with crosses is obtained using eq.(2) with 
the rigid body moments of inertia. The same formula 
for h w with the moments of inertia calculated micro
scopically gives different results (the solid line with 
triangles). The values of 3 y,zA are found by using 
the cranking formula and () = <Jx >10 stands in these 
calculations for 3x • 

The lowest solutions to eq. (5) at the nine va
lues of I, corresponding to rotational frequencies in 
the interval 0.14 ::;. 0 ::;. 0. 7 MeV are indicated in 
Fig.3 by drcles connected by the broken line. At 
low spins hw(-) lies well below the two-quasiparticle 
states and represents a collectivized mode of ex
citation. When I > 30 in vicinity of the first root of 
eq.(5) there are several two-quasiparticle states and 
eq.(5) may have more than one solution with compa
rable hw (-) • For example, at l = 40 the two lowest 
roots are hw (-) = 64 keV, hw<-f223 keV. The collec
tivity of different modes may be studied by c alcu
lating the intraband B(E2) factors. Such calculations 
are in progress. I 1. 

As is proved in ref. 
10 

hw (-)-+ hw y when 0 -+ 0 
hwy being the excitation energy of the y -vibra-

tional band-head state. The extrap:Jlation of the 
known energies of the 3+ and 5+ y -vibrational 
states is represented in Fig.3 by the line with open 
squares. In the extrapolation we use the formula 

hw (I) 
y 

(E odd (I) _ E (I)) 
y yr 910.3- 1.1 • I(I + 1). 
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Fig.3. Estimates of the excitation energy of the 
lmvest states with odd I-values in the nucleus 168 Yb. 
The explanation is given in the text. 

As is seen in Fig.3, the results of microscopic 
calculations are rather close to the latter formula 
when I< 11 • 

In the interval 15 < I < 50 the predictions of 
the adiabatic formula (2) with the microscopically 
calculated moments of inertia are close to solutions 
of eq. (s). At higher spins the three estimates for 
hw(-) described above are rather different from 

10 
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each other. In particular, no tendency is seen for 
hw(-) from eq.(5) to come close to the predictions 
of the adiabatic formula with the rigid-body moments 
of inertia. 

On thJ basis of a formal analysis given in 
refs/ 10.1 and of the numerical calculations repor
ted here the following tentative conclusions might be 
drawn: 

i) The position of low-lying states of even defor
med nuclei with odd values of I and positive parity 
depends strongly on the shape and inertia proper
ties of nuclei. Thus, the investigation of these states 
may yield a valuable information on nuclear structure 
and models. 

ii) The spin dependence of excitation energy of 
such states may 'be understood qualitatively from 
their relation to the precessional motion at large 
values of I and to the y-vibrational states when I 
is small. 

iii) Equation (2) derived from the three-axial rigid 
't'Dtator model may lead to substantial errors in esti
mation of the excitation energy of precessional sta
tes. 
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